Centre for Medieval Literature online seminars

All are welcome to join the online seminars at CML in 2022

This spring the online seminars are the three keynotes at the CML conference Scale(s) of Literary History: Europe 500-1500 ca. taking place in Rome. Everyone is welcome to register and join the three talks online via Zoom.

To register and receive zoom link please write to cml@sdu.dk

Please note: all times are CET.

Programme

5 April, 10:30 AM, Niels Gaul and Curie Virág (Edinburgh): Performing Empire on a Eurasian Scale: Classicising Learning in Eleventh-Century Byzantium and China

6 April, 10:00 AM, Emanuele Lugli (Stanford): Measure and the Erasure of Language

7 April, 10:00 AM, David Wallace (Penn): Ascending Scales of Literary History

The Centre for Medieval Literature (CML) is a Centre of Excellence (Danish National Research Foundation). It is based at the History Department of the University of Southern Denmark (Odense) and the Department of English and Related Literature at the University of York.

The CML works to establish theoretical models for the study of medieval literature on a European scale, set within wider Afro-Eurasian contexts, from c. 500 CE to c. 1500 CE. Our research is interdisciplinary and multilingual, combining literary study with history, history of art, history of science, and other disciplines.